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The New Generation
Physical Security and
Smart Building Platform

Verkada’s A&E New Construction team works alongside you during the design phase,
to evaluate building and security systems and ensure customer requirements are met 
or exceeded. Designed with simplicity in mind, Verkada begins with a single pane of 
glass to eliminate complexities and scale easily across any number of sites.

Command Platform

Manage devices, users and sites from a single pane of glass — accessible from a simple
web browser or mobile app.

Video Security

Hybrid cloud cameras offer onboard
storage and edge–based processing
to reliably deliver insights in real–time.

Guest

Personalize the check-in experience
with custom sign–in flows, complete
with security and health screens.

Mailroom

Streamline mailroom management
and safeguard assets with native
camera integration.

Air Quality Sensors

Monitor environments for air quality,
temperature, humidity, motion, noise,
smoke and vape emissions.

Access Control

Easily manage doors and employee
credentials with Global Access and
Active Directory integrations.

Alarms

Catch and respond to break–ins with
cloud–managed intrusion detection
and 24/7 professional monitoring.
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Automatic updates
to unlock features and 

maintain security

Easy multi–site 
management

with cloud–based 
software

24/7 technical support   
via email, phone 

or live chat

10–year product 
warranty

and predictable 
renewal costs

Unlimited user seats 
and cloud archiving

No NVRs or DVRs  
– up to 365 days of 

onboard storage

Why Verkada?
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Trusted by over 15,700 organizations

Key benefits

Customer stories

Grainger Plc

“Verkada gives us the peace of mind to 
know our sites are protected. If anything
happens, we have 4K footage to prove it. 
Since the shopping center has activity at 
all hours of the day, we have time-based 
motion alerts set up to notify us of any 
suspicious activity happening on the 
property in real-time.”

Caitlin Hoertkorn, 
Vice President, DeMatei & Co

Courthouse Commons 

“Verkada’s web platform is the most  
user–friendly I’ve experienced compared to 
other solutions on the market. Not only is it 
quick to learn, it’s also easy to navigate and 
use on a day–to–day basis. Despite being 
the same price as our previous system, 
investigations now take a fraction of the 
time and the quality is so much better.”

Paige Hughes, 
General Manager of Meridian

Dal Realty Management Corp

“We can jump back a year, six months, or  
a few minutes in a matter of seconds. We 
can grant others quick access, including 
our attorneys, insurance companies and 
the New York Police Department. The 
system solves all our needs for archiving, 
downloading video and viewing live video. 
The mobile app is an extension of the 
desktop app and solves all our needs.”

Santo Dalmazio, 
Owner and Managing Partner

Actionable insights

Speed up investigations with powerful
forensics to filter people, vehicles,  
motion and other attributes.

Minimal bandwidth impact

Lower IDF/MDF footprint while scaling
devices, which operate in ‘steady state’  
at only 20 kbps.

Gain actionable insights

Leverage AI–powered analytics – such as 
occupancy trends – to inform business 
operations while enhancing safety.

Monitor from anywhere

Remotely access devices across  
sites from a web browser or mobile  
app in minutes.

Faster incident response

Know instantly when Person of Interest
or license plate alerts; plus, leverage
professional monitoring to detect and
respond to unusual activity.

Liability protection

Save footage locally with up to 365
days of onboard camera storage or
to unlimited cloud–based archiving,
timestamped for usability in court.


